Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 173 K; mean (C-C) = 0.002 Å; disorder in main residue; R factor = 0.040; wR factor = 0.108; data-to-parameter ratio = 14.5.
The P atom in the title molecule, C 15 H 20 F 2 N 3 O 2 P, is in a distorted tetrahedral P(O)(N)(N) 2 environment. The phosphoryl group and the NH unit adopt a syn orientation with respect to each other. An F atom at position 2 and an H atom at position 6 are found to occupy similar sites in a 0.70:0.30 ratio and were refined with fixed occupancies. The pyrrolidin-1-yl rings are disordered over two sets of sites, with site occupancies of 0.566 (6) and 0.434 (6), and were refined using a two-part model. In the crystal, hydrogen-bonded dimers linked by pairs of N-HÁ Á ÁO(P) hydrogen bonds generate an R 2 2 (8) ring motif.
Related literature
For background and related crystal structures, see: Pourayoubi et al. (2011 Pourayoubi et al. ( , 2012 . For the preparation of the starting compound, see: Pourayoubi et al. (2012) . For graph-set motifs, see: Bernstein et al. (1995) .
Experimental
Crystal data Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). In the C(O)NHP(O) skeleton of the title phosphoric triamide (Fig. 1) , the phosphoryl group adopts an anti orientation with respect to the carbonyl group; whereas it is in a syn position relative to the N-H unit. The phosphorus atom has a distorted tetrahedral configuration and the P-N bonds in the P(O) [NC 4 H 8 ] 2 fragment are shorter than the other P-N bond in the molecule. The P═O and C═O bond lengths, and P-N-C bond angles are within the expected values (Pourayoubi et al., 2012) . The atoms F1/H1A and F1A/H1 are found to occupy similar sites in the ratio of 70/30 and are refined with fixed occupancies. Both pyrrolidine substituents (rings N2, C8-C11 and N3, C12-C15) are disordered over two sets of sites, with site occupancies of 0.566 (6) and 0.434 (6) and are refined using a two part model.
In the crystal structure, pairs of intermolecular P═O···H-N hydrogen bonds (Table 1 and 
Refinement
Fluorine atom F1 and hydrogen atom H1A (and F1A and H1) were found to occupy similar sites in the ratio of 70/30 and were refined with fixed occupancies. Rings N2, C8-C11 and N3, C12-C15 were disordered and were refined using a two part model. Hydrogen atom H1N was found from a Fourier difference map and was refined with N-H distance of ): 3067, 2973, 2892, 1685, 1623, 1457, 1258, 1220, 1177, 1129, 1087, 1011, 968, 859, 811 . ) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 
Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (

